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Davis' Salary. Suggestion Sparks
.Bargaining Vote in History Dept .
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Rates: 15 Ct!Db per word per day, one dollar
mlnbnam..Adverti~~ementarun five or more
consecutJve days with oo change•, nine ceo·
lfllper word per day, too rehmda if cancelled
before five inser1Jons). Classified ad·
vertf&el!lenf,B mu&t ll11 ,.id In adVance.

•Marron Ha11 room 131 or by mail to:
CiusUied Advertising, UNM Box 20,
Albuquerque, N.M.
87131.
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·~ =P=RE=a=N~A~N~T~A~N=o=·N~E~'E~D-H~E-L-P~?~Y~ou~ha_v_e~k~le-n
trn

~ dswhocareatBirthright247-9819.

3

BELLY DANCE SEMINAR, Nov.l•2, Nationally·
·~ known instructor, 345-4021,265-1834. 898·4747.
10/20

~i;=

MAYBE ITS NOT .so bad. We'llllelp you find out.
AGORA 24 hours, 277-3013.
10/17'

ALL

BLACK STUDENTS-Vole today in the
SUB for BSU O!fh:ers. All Black StudenW- Vote
ex) today in the SUB for es;o Officers. All Black Stu·
C\l dents-Vote today in. the SUB for BSU Officers.
Q) 10/17
Qi

Z

~HAPPY BIR'i'HDA'i", DEBBIE. Think youngl Eli

P-t

andMike.

-

FEIGALAH BEl mir bist duschon, Ellen.

10/17

TAROT PALM I·CifiNG readings, 3007 Central
NE1 Room 0. See Bonnie 255-6642.
10/30
FREE INTI!ODUCTORY LECTURE on Trans·
cendcntal 'Meditation (as seen in 'fime maga:t.fne
Oct. 13 issue) Tuesday Oct. 21, 11:30 a.m •• rm 2508
l1NM SUB.
10121
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PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos. Lowest
prices in town. Fa,t, pleasing. Near UNM. Call
265·2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd N.E.

~

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM selectric guaran·
teed accuracy witb reasonable rates, 298•7147.
10/20

EXPERIENCED TYPIST~ Manuscripts, thesis,
dissertations, SOc per page. 345·3288.
· 10/23

4.

FOR RENT

QUIET WOMAN to share 3-bdrm house, $65/
• mo. u's paid. Barbara, Marion 242·56'08.
1Q/17
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED 2·hlks from
UNM, $65/mo. plus 1h utilities. Debbie 299-7891.
10/20·-----------GROUND LEVEL OF Luxury hotne. 1000'. Semiprivate pool, por(!h, large shaded patio, £enced
yard {maintenance provided), washer, dryer. Pri·
vate driveway, entrance, o(fstreet parking. Exqui·Bitely furnished, carpeted, draped. Kingsize BR,
LR Wreplace), DR·Study, kitchen (disposal, ice·
maker), bath, storageroom, AC. Hugh rooms, closets, lft mile North Law-Medical Schools. Adults,
no pets. $200, utilities included. 266·2428.
10/17

5.

FOUSALE

20 PORTABLE TV's
255·5987.

s30.$60. 441 Wyoming NE.
10/23

4 BF GoOdrich radial TA's with mags for 1972·75
chenolet--malibu sizes GRIJ0-14 $350. 842·85'1:1.
10/21
'
<
!962lMPALA, 265·4064 after 6:00,

10/21

LOST: Bklc Levi jacket.-Call 281·5157 .~-lo/21

1974 MARANTZ POWER AMPLIFIER. Excel·

teddy bear. Red
ribbon. My baby's favorite toy! Call 898·1157.
10/17

--·--··~-

3. SERVICES ·
WILL TYPE PAPERS (and .:orreet grarrttnnr).
10/17

I'

Call Kim •. 265·3292,

I

AUTO TUNING ~E?AIR, -Reasonable, 1211 Cop·
~~rwest.
_
10/17
LAW SCHOOL ADMISSfON Test Dec, 6. Pre·
pare· now~ call Professional Educators of New
Mell:ico 1 Inc, 255-o4050,
11/14

l(,l'nt. Condition, 60 watts per ehnnnef. $225.
~68·1945 a£ter five,

10122

72 PINTO A.T. Lynn at 243.4100.
10/20
INCOMPARABLE KOW A six camera with 85
lens waist level viewing excellent, 344-6032. 10/20

WATER TRIPS. Water beds, Water bed systems
on sale now. Next door t.o the Guild Theatre, 3407
Central NE, 268·8455.
12/4

1971 TOYOTA LAND CRUISER S/W, outstanding-condition, 294·6445.
10/20

TWO UNIFORMS, neW, size 8·10. Go·cart, $25.
1
o.
I
2
3
LOOK NEVADA SKI bindings, brand new ;'Red,"
277-4?71.
10/17
the'linest European makes. Gitanes $115; Bcrtins
$165. R.C. Hallett's Workl Champion Bicycles,
2122 Coal PI SE. 843·9378.
•
tfn

INSTRUCTORS NEEDED for Economits of Fern·
lnism, Sexisln in Education and Alternatives for
Women. More information and applications at Wo·
men Studies office, Marron, 233 (277-3930J. Dead·
~~~ctober24,1975.
10/21

---·-

BLUE SNOW NEEDS lead vocalist. We have gigs
waiting. New 299·9006 or Gary 296·5827.
10/22

DxcYcLE 't;;;i·~;-~ente;.

backpacking equipment. Trail }taus Cyciery, 1031
San Mateo SE. 256·9190.
tfn

in a
~ICTORIAN

GAL FHIDAY wanted graphJ~;/secrcl~;ial!pr-;;:
motion. 898·9011.
10/22

·------7.

TRAVEL

REDt1CED AIRFARE to LA for Thanksgiving.
•

1023

MISCELLANEOUS

SHY FEMALE German Shephttrcl puppy needs.
good hom(!, love and affection. Debbie 268·9366

'"jj;;,ecoinitii"
J
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Damon Tobias, ASUNM 'vice
A fire, which investigators say ·president said the proposal
was deliberately started, has would be a good one "if you want
caused an undetermined amount more student participation.'"
of damage to the basement of the
Martha Moran, a delegate said,
Sigma Chi fraternity house, 721 "I don't know how welf it will
Yale NE.
eliminate blocks.
The fire, which was reported·
... Do you see this as a conat 9:23p.m. last Wednesday was stituency or as a means to get
set, UniverSity of New Mexico more students involved in
campus poHce say, with a match student government?" she said.
t~ a paper and wire homecoming
Jon
Bowman,
another
display stored in the basement of delegate, said the proportional
the fraternity house.
representation would give
From the display the fire senators the chance "to deal with
spread to the ceiling and one wall · 'people on an individual level."
of.the basement, campus police
The Con Con ended early last
sa1d.
night when five delegates who
The fire, which city fire depar-· opposed the revision in election
tment officers say "definitely procedures failed to return after
was arson," is under in- a 40 minute recess and another
vestigation by the Fire Preven- delegate questioned quorum. ·
tion Bureau.
The Con Con will meet tonight
Phil Silva of the Fire Preven- at 7 p.m. to finish the language of
tion Bureau also reported that a the election proposal and discuss
resident of the house says he saw· the Student Standards Board.
"an unidentified male" running The meeting is open to the public
from the house several minutes and the room where the meeting
before the fire was noticed.
will be held will be posted at
Two engines and two ladder room 242, of the Student Union
units responded to the fire.
Building:.
•

PART TIME JOB graduate students only. AI·
ternoon & evenings. Must be able to work Friday
& Saturday nights. Must be 21 years old. Apply in
person, no phone calls please. Save Way Liquor
Stores, 5704 Lomas NE. 5516 Menaul NE. 10/23
KUNM FM needs a general manager by January~ ·
1. Full responsiBility for student·staffed, 100,000
watt equivalent, 24-hour, non·commcrcial, !Owbudget station. Long hours and minimal pay
{_$567(}) but fun and good expericnee for person
who can motivate students. Equal Opportunity
employer. Send Resume and letter to Charles
Coates, Journalism 201, University of New Mex·
ico, Albuquerque, NM 8?131 by October 25. 10/21
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MEXiCo•s

Fraternity

EMPLOYMENT

lliriYCt.E:s: Lowest

Quality lO·spced bicycles, Camping, hiking, and

To UNM

BICYCLES· Lowest prices and largest selection of

6.

By Susan Walton
to combine their budgets and run
The Associated Students of a more extensive campaign. ·
(ASUNM) Constitutional
The Student Publication Board
(Con Con) revised. and the Radio Boa:r:d prop~sals
the make up of the ASUNM were altered from a previous
Senate and its election revision to rema'in the same as
procedures, in their meeting they are in the present conyesterday.
stitution.
The new proposal ~ill increase
The first revision woulp have
the Senate from 20 to 32 mem- given" the ASUNM president
bers. Twenty-four senators power to appoint the chairwould be elected from UNM's .persons of both boards. The
colleges and schools and eight current revision gives the power
senators would be elected from of appointment back to the UNM
·the student body at large.
President.
The proposed amendment
The proportional represenwould not allow candidates to run tation ·proposal for electing
on· slates. Slates, in the past, senators would give each college
have allowed students, usually at least on~ representative. The
cotnmon go.als after election, . number of senators from· each
college is based on multiples of
750 students.
University College would have
10
representatives. Arts and
'
Sciences (4), Business and Administrative Sciences (1),
Education (2), Engineering (1),
Fine Arts (2), Nursing (1), Pharmacy (1), and University Studies

Fire
Set
.

PANASONIC CASSETTE ~ECORDER, brand
· new-$40 or best offer, 277-6486.
10/20

Call242·2107.

rriCes and largest .'!election
of the finest l!!uropenn makes. Gitancs $115; Ber·
tins $165. Extra.. large bicycles {or me11 over 6'4''.
Complete·10·speed adjustment $10. R.C. Hallett's
World Champion Bicycles, 2122 Coal PI SE ..
843·~278.
Lfn

Suppart Laba AdverJ;isers

EXCELLENT TRANSPORTATION 120 mpg.
1973 Hodaka 100B motorcycle. Extras, $225/of·
fer. 294-5419.
10123 ·

72 KAWASAKI 175, $:350 or best. otter. Call 293·
1849 after 4 p.m.
10/20

NEW

lncre·ases Senators

.c

FOUND: SOME MONEY' on wmpus. identify
amount anrl approxilllnte location. Evenings,
266·4054.
10/17

LosT TUESDAY~ Small bro~-n

t

...

<ll

Ri!:NAl 1LT DAUPHINE, Good condition, 25 mtJg.
Rcliahlt.> transportation, nice personality, 256·1283
10/22
A NT:;::IC;Q::cU;o;EcoC:::L-::O:=T::H-;:IN"'G"'•-n"'d-ac-c-cs-so-r~ic-s-w~i11-b-d~fo-r
sale by Fricssns Antiques at the Convention Cen·
ter, October 17 thru Oct, 19.
10/11

2. LOST &FOUND

!

Con. Con Proposal

10/l7.

NICK, OK. so I found Carrara's Pizza. I had an
eggplant parmigiany hero while I waited for you
tCt show up. You never did-you owe tne $1.40,
10/20
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PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIAST, •tudentsl
Custom black-and·whit.e processing printing.
Fine·grain or pushproeessing of film. Contact
sheets or' custom proofs. High quality enlargements, mounting 1 etc. Advice, H asked. Call 265·2444
or come to 1717 Girard Blvd NE.
trn

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
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The
advises women who are
using the Mod icon birth control pill to complete their
present cycle, but use additional
birth
control
methods during this time.
Contact physician promptly
for another

~i@R sf. u~e
E'aftl~elo/e@ ql&Ji@efl
2937 Monte Vista N.E. (on the triangle~
'.3107 Euba'nk N.E, (scottsdale

•

By Jot! Bowman
In an unofficilll vote Friday,
the faculty of the UNM history
department went on record as
supporting collective bargaining
for University professors.
Several. professors in the
department said the vote was a
response to UNM President
William Davis'' suggestion of a
moratorium on faculty salary increases.
"It was certainly a strong
response to Davis' half cooked
idea," said · Robert Kern,
assistant professor in )tistory.
"The vote does not mean we have
unionized. It only means we want
to begin searching for a
bargaining agent."
Assistant Professor Jake
Spidle said, "Richard Nixon
promised to bring the nation
together in 1968. UNM President
William Davis seems to be doing
just that for the faculty here."
Tlie vote to seek collective
bargaining, while unofficial.
passed hy a margin of 15 to zero.
One professor abstained.
Spidle said another history
department meeting will be held
this Friday to obtain an official
vote, About eight members of
t.!Je depa,rtment were not present
at last week's special meeting.
On Friday, a motion will be
drafted asking the Faculty Policy
Committee (FPC) to investigate
the establishment of collective
bargaining procedures for UNM
instructors.
"The faculty is a powerless
group with the administration,'"
said Jonathan Porter, assistant
chairman of the history department. "Perhaps our move _will
help change that."
Porter said he did not know of
any other departments which
had
voted
for
collective
bargaining, but he said he would

the future.
"Our department has always
had a quick reaction time on
sfrong issues," said Kern. "This
was our way of fighting Davis'
very stupid comments on faculty
salaries.'
Kern said that_ across the
board, salaries for UNM instructors are $4000 below the
national average paid by other
state universities.
"We're being asked to give up
salary increases at the same time
that new people will be brought
in at much higher salaries," Kern

said. "If you put in time in the
ranks at :UNM, it doesn't pay off
atall."
·
Spidle said a "good proportion
of this faculty already suffers
financially," adding that Davis
should have considered salary
cuts for highly paid administrators, instead of a freeze
on the salaries of the faculty .
"The history department can't
unionize itself," said Spidle, "Our
resolution simply asks the FPC
to begin consideration of collective bargaining."
(Conf.i.nut~d

I

on pugt! 9)

*Salary
* Increases
*
* Fall' *

,,

·sehind ·Inflation Rate
Increases in faculty,salaries at UNM have lagged 9 per cent behind
the inflation rate over the past five years, a UNM economist noted
Friday.
Economics Professor Micha Gisser compiled the figures in response
to a suggestion by the President William Davis that the faculty consider foregoing raises for one year to divert funds to other critical
areas.
Gisser compared percentage salary increases with percentage jum- ·
ps in the Consumer '?rice Index, finding that the salaries "lagged by
an accumulated total of approximately 9 per cent up to the beginning
of the current academic year:·
"Davis took office earlier this month and, said Gisser, "it would be
understandable if he were unfamiliar with recent evolution of faculty
salaries.''
· The figures may "suggest that the faculty at UNM has .already
made a signiflcan contribution to the financing of higher education _in
New Mexico," Gisser said.
UNM faculty members received a 7.95 per cent raise for the 1975-76
academic year. The 1974-75 increase was 5.66 per cent, compared to
an 11.1 per cent jump in the Consumer Price Index, Gisser's comparison shows .
·The '73-74 sa'lary increase was 4.63 per cent and the inflation index
8.97 per cent. Comparable figures of '72-73 are 2.94 per cent raises and
3.97 per cent inflatiop. In '71-72 the figures were 5.02 and 3.61.
The academic year 1971-72 produced a 1.41 per· cent gain in faculty
raises over the Consumer Price Index increase. Decreases of 1.03 per
cent, 4.34 per cent and 5.44 per cimt occured in succeeding years,
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Photo by Mtgucl Gandcrt

Who is missing from this picture? Pictured (left to right) are 1975 Homecoming Queen
P.M. Dgffev. Ingrassia, local sportscaster and UNM graduate Jim Boggio and new
UNM President William Davis. See related story and answer 2.
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Boos and Cheers Greet UNM Queen
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By SuSlUI Walton
P.M. Duffey-Ingrassia, a self-avowed lesbian, was
crowned UNM Homecoming Queen at the UNM-Utah
game Saturday afternoon amid boos and scattered
cheering from the crowd.
Governor ~erry Apodaca was to have crowned _,t)le
Queen but Said at a press conference Friday he would
n?t par~icipate in the crowning, saiq Joe McLaughlin,
vtce chatrman of the Student Homecoming Committee.
Lisa Arnold and Marcia Morse were first and second
runners-up and were given roses as Princesses during
the halftime ceremonies at University Stadium. A. ro.w of Albuquerque and UNM ·police formed a
barr~cade. between the student seating section and the
playmg ftel~ when the crowning took place. Although
the crowd dtd not react _violently, individuals threw cu'ps
and vegetables as an expression of discontent.
McLau¥hlin said, "Apodaca sent us a letter Aug. 24,
1975, saymg he would crown the Queen. Then we heard
Friday he said he wouldn't do it:
'_'Alan Wilson (~S,UNM President) called Apodaca
F:tday and asked tf tt was true. HI:' -said Apodaca told
htm he (Apodaca) had never said he would do it."
_McLau~h!in said Wilson asked Apodaca if he .would
sttll be wtlhng to accept the UNM Bicentennial flag at
the halftime ceremonies.
"Wilson said Apodaca ,said he would ask his aides and
call back. When he called back, Apodaca said he would
not accept the flag at halftime," McLaughlin said.
The vice chairman also said he had seen Apodaca at
the Alumni tamaje picnic before the_game and had heard
that ~~od~ca ~as at the gaine, although "Apodaca was
not stttmg m hts usual box seat which is on the west side
of the stadium.
"~podaca's bodyguard went up to the press box to
remmd the guy on the P.A. system to delete Apodaca's
name from any of the halftime
said.

Wilson was out of town yesterday and not
for comment.
·
President William Davis and his wife sat .
student section for the game, which the Lobes
m
A comparatively small crowd of 15,000 att:n°J~d
gam~. Paper cups, cans and popcorn boxes came
por:wn oft~e student section as a means of "e~:or...,;"i
durmg halfttme.
Mike Ra~es, a student sitting behind a secti
stude?ts, w.ho stood to support D
on
~rowmng satd he was hit in the head by a cup
t<;e.
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Photo by M'igUCI Gandcrt

The answer to the question on p. 1 is New Mexico
Governor Jerry Apodaca who appeared for the
Alumn! tamale supper, but did not participate in
crowmng the queen .•
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a' GIBSON AT SAN PEDRO
~~~~ . ?.56·1a93
No.3
STEAK HOUSES INTERNATIONAL
3005 CERRILLOS RD.
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UNm Bookstore
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Rake~ said, "I think it was more an expression
frustratwn that she won than an effort to hurt anyon·e,"
There were 1593 people voting in the Q.ueen electioa¥:
1507 of the ':'otes cas~ were valid and accepted by
data pro~essmg machme. A first place vote counted
three p~mts, a second place vote counted for. two
and a thtrd place vote counted one point.
D~ffey-Ingra~sia received 1642 points,
recetved 1~86 pomts and Morse received 934 points.
o~her candtdates, fourth to ninth place were: Julie
Rwrdan, Margaret Klotzbach, Theresa Wagner,
Sho"':alter, Donna K. Stone, and Marianne Norwood.
_Ertan S~nderoff, ASUNM Attorney General said,
sttll wo;kmg on whether or not there was a leak a.nd
where tt was. I don't think Zane Blaney (a local
newscaster who announced Duffey won last Th 1~rsilal
really had any facts. He wouldn't tell me any figures
the ~ames of the princesses. I'm confident there was
leak m the data proces-sing center."

No.1
4016 MENAUL NE

R1.6IN

0 ow

' Another student, Donna Gabber said she w .
in.front of a·group cheering for Duffey-Ingrassi:~·- d
~~.by a can, a cu,p of ice and a box of popcorn fellnin
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The·

Soda Straw
Old Fashion Savings!

2 Barbecue Beef Sandwiches
Good

1
r ----~------------------------------

Presents

Mon~

Tues., Wed, & Thurs.

-----·-------------------------------------~ 1
Coupon

1

HARRY'S HAMBURGERS

!

(The
old
Henry's)
.
1.91.6 Central SE.

.!

Harry's Hautbu••gers

Canadian Baeon, Egg, Cheese
1
on an English .Muffin
l
50~ With This Coupon
I
I
1-----------------------------------------!___ ---------------------------------1916 Central S.E.
Good This Week Only

Todo.Y
Thru Frido.11 Oct. 31
Po.pe(bo.cks
60¢ o.n inch
Discount Records
Books

'
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Gift & Southwest Books

I

Children's Books, Art Books

'j

Cook Books & Technico.l Books

i

Assorted T-shirts & Sto.tione(,Y Items
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Scenes· From a Hornecorning:UNM '75
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- Congratulations, Everyone
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The speculation of repercussions, the threats of violence and charges
.concerned with the "leakage" of information are all over for the time being
>< and what remains? P.M. Duffey-Ingrassia, a self-avowed lesbian was elec;g ted UNM's Homecoming queen.
No major confrontations materialized, no banners waved in the skies
~
proclaiming the rights of gays, instead UNM had its GD/den Homecoming
and believe it or not, most everyone had a good time.
Perhaps only two major events stick out in our minds (even we "obbJ) jective press" or muck raking journalists, depending on your own personal
oj
Jl.. view had a pretty good time).
The first event was bleak and involved the man elected governor of this
state. Governor Jerry Apodaca, one of the 200 people selected by Time
magazine as an up and coming leader in this country, was here for
Homecoming to shake hands with the alumni and visit his alma mater but
was "unable" to participate in the crowning of the UN M Homecoming
Queen.
Whether Apodaca based his decision on a "crowded schedule," moral
judgment or political feasibility is not certain. We can draw only one conclusion, Governor Apodaca has no faith in the student body of which he
purported to be a part of once. Sorry Jerry you disillusioned some people
who thought of you as a "young" leader.
The second event is one of pride for every member of the UNM student
body. No matter what you think of the election outcome, UNM had a fair
election.
Everyone was given an opportunity to vote. and if you disagreed with the
final outcome, look at the final tally.
You can complain, but if you didn't vote, you are the only one to blame.
There was not that much difference in points between Duffey's selection
and the nearest runner up.
For those of you who grumble and did vote, you have every right just as
anyone who is dissatisfied with the results of any election.
As far as we are concerned, congratulations everybody. UNM students
had a fair election and we· challenge quite a few people on the city, state
and federal level to oe able to say that.
0
<.>

·~
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.
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"""'

* Congratulations *

We would like to take the time to give special congratulations to a former LOBO reporter and photographer.
Diane Ross, who worked for the LOBO for a few years and graduated
last spring, received a first place feature photography award in New
Mexico Press Association Competition.
Diane is currently working for the Carlsbad Current Argus.
She worked hard for the LOBO while she was here and we feel she
· really deserves the award.
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DOONESBURY
I1AI<TY, AS Y()(J KNOW, 1/IERJ;
'AR£ MIINY H16HlY Ql/1//.,fF/&P PRE;SIPEM!At AI$

by Garry Trudeau
SO I C4N /ISSI/1<£ YO£(,

WHO R£MA!N 8&H!NP 7Hr:JR.
/)t;SI<S Iff 7Hc WH!Tl3 HOIISG

h/HEH I'M Ol/T68!71N6
IN 70fKJI /JIITH AM5RICA,

lXJN AN{) P/1/t.. /IN{)

1.4U:WT MINPIN6 TH/i

ATAU... 71M8S! TII&R£'5 ~o.'l
808, JIISTW

7H5RG IS SOMe TOP
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Editor:
Perhaps the great debate relative
to the attack/counter attack on the
part of Mssrs. Moore, Maxwell,
Bowman, Rucker, and Coston may
have finally crystalized an issue into
clarity-at last! To wit: relevance in
the campus media as opposed to
an implied dimwitted and generally
boob-tube addicted student body
and the question of who speaks for
whom?
Bowman/Rucker push forth with
glib perspectives, that they themselves admit are low level input into the general consciousness of this
campus and since one must
assume that the editorial staff of
the LOBO is composed of students,
I for one, am forced to conclude
that if student journalists are admitting that they spew up pulp in
place of journalism because this is
where they place the consciousness of the student body, So
fine. Frankly though, I'm not sure I
am comfortable being judged in ac·

cordance with Bowman/Rucker's
implied standards of themselves!
Whether the student body has
been lulled into a state of a!Jathos,
vis a vis an insidious internal cancer
brought on by the work of the
grand body politic in Washington is
another issue to be considered, but
to blatantly Jay an indictment of
zero consciousness on the student
body because some or all don't
give a flying fuck about
homecoming or our erstwhile
student Senate is to put us all in a
place that, besides being completely illogical in the strictest sen-

f

./

To: William ·Davis, Karen
Glaser, Alan Wilson, Van Dorn
Hooker, William Tryon, Lt. Alex
Roybal, George Sandoval, Jack
Kolbert, the LOBO and other interested people.

Due to the laws of nature, the
full moon has arrived to better
the lighting throughout our
campus. This will defy our pur-

pose in exposing the normal
inadequacy of the current
lighting problem, but it should
be known that progress is on
its way. The lights through the
inner passageway of Ortega
Hall have been turned on. This
is acknowledged and very much
appreciated.
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se, is an affirmation of just how ··
tie we really know about nurse''"'
and our state of being- i
submit is the farthest thing
the truth.
So my only suggestion to all this
is directed towards those jour·
nalists whose regurgitated
banalities is that it reflects the con·
sciousness of the students- how
about getting your own heads
straightened out before you include ., .........,
us in your inadequacies. Thanks.
Zachariah Pitz

Phol.osby

.

Arts & Media
Terry England

Copy Editor
Susan Walton

Teresa Coin
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Lighting, Walk Postponed

Attention: The ISWU Ondependant Student Workers
Union) night lighting and
security walk is postponed till a
later date.

"Letters to the Editor...
Letters to the editor
should be no longer than 250
..yords,
typewritten
and
double spaced. .
Sender's name, address
and telephone number must
bz included with the letter or
it will not be considered for
publication. Names will be
withheld · upon agreement
with the editor, irt person.
If a letter is from a group,
please include a name, telephone number and address
of a group member.

IPHONG
'6M IN!

,.

.

House decorations, with dying Utah Utes,
knock-out nurses and a dancing partner who lost
her'Wig.
Cheerleaders, with acrobatics to put spirit in the
stands.
Chariot races, with the horse-power supplied by
pledges.
'
Homecoming queen, and somebody'~ low opinion
of the results.
Also New Riders of the Purple Sage, and a Dance for everybody. The class of 1925, the class of
1950, the class of 1965. Lobo victory and LOBO
nostalgia. Time capsules frpm the past and time
capsules for the future. A look at the past and
preparation for the future.

R~levance: Who Speaks For Whom?

Lobo Letter,
Opinion Policy

81fT >WI<

~

"Homecoming Revival'75:"

NAMeAF&IU/

f'AMOI/5
V&W&S?. ..

. . .,'"..... •.

Next Wednesday, Oct. 22
there is an ISWU meeting to
reschedule the walk and receive
suggestions.
Cynthia McGuinn

,i

:j .
I!,,'

Identify
Yourselves
Editor:
Names may be withheld from
letters to the editor with the ·
consent of the editor. Why is
· that? And, why did you consent
to the letters purporting to
represent Christians and Greeks
respectively?
There ls enough irresponsible
talk in our environment without
your encouraging it. The
University is a place to grow up
not to practice acting like
children writing "tuck" on a
wall then hiding and giggling.
If someone wants to speak
for Christians, Greeks or any
group, let them have the
maturity to identify themselves
and stand behind what they
say!
Roland McGregor,
campus minister

Sports Editor

I

il

•

BIGFOOT SHOCKED
CALIFORNIA COAST. •

•

l..

Well, LIGHTFOOT
is coming to P ARKVIEW
BAPTIST CHURC~·

Tft~~,MA~ B~D. CO_

.sftver tubtnWOOs
2mm..&-8mm11
,~~1"metons

.Sterli

G~.ss, m~&Qeffi~ebeMs

.1404 Le~~d S.E.
OCTOBER 19- 24,
7:30 Nightly

Turquoise n~et.s flndfn~
.MACRAME 5UPPLIE5 ·

Business Manager

I
I

I

50J! .Aimaul HE n266;<7935

fieXtto 10 C~tt'.smen_ o

STUDENTS CO~IE INVESTIGATE
LIGHTFOOT!

'Harold Smith

I'
i

~ cantempcwo.cy ~lery wfth qrfBl~
jewelry. cer~mic.s csc:l-m.nd"btown. ~~.;

Harry Chapman
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Skeen or Schmitt Run ..

~

-

-

----

ommittee Requests
ommittee to Plan,
han n e,l Resources

. J"''<'

.

i Montoya's '76 Opponent Unclear
1J

0

Analysis by Joseph Monahan

.

the decision of 19'74 guber-

would have no trouble admitting
Montoya would get his third
term.
'
[1'-:,,.
forceful speaking style that
At hi,s press , conference last
comes close to being abra~ive,. month
By Sheldon Hinch berger
Schmitt,
45,
was
promised the public months ago questioned closely about his
. After 18 months of work, the
that he would have a decision by residency in New MexicQ which
on University PlanSeptember. The speculation con-. has been irregular for the past 20
(COUP) has decided that
tinues that Skeen may just keep years.,He will be hit hard on that
•.• ,·a"'ishing an appropriate
delaying .his announcement until issue if he captures the GOP
anaging
and
planning
it becomes clear there will be nq nomination. His only answer to
·
ism and clarifying the
announcement.
mission and goals of
date. h·as' been: "I have main·
If that happens, and there is no tained New Mexico as much as
guarantee it will, the GOP will go possible as a vottng and home
with former astronaut turned' base, but because of some
politician.
national service that intervened
Harrison "Jack" Schmitt on occasion, I have not always
declared his candidacy Sept. 9, been in the state."
.
saying it was time for some new
A reasonable explan.ation
faces in Washington and Joe perhaJ?s. but one that will be torn
·Montoya was one of the old faces to shreds wh~n Montoya's public
that had to go.
·
relations nien begin spreading
Schmitt's chances of ousting the story of Montoya's "life long
the '!senior senator" are dim. His service to the state" and his
Joe Skeen
campaign cannot begin_ until "closeness to the'people." ·
Durkin, win in New Hampshire is Politicians'
Skeen makes his move and even
A capable though mild used repeatedly to warn in- autographed In
bu
if Skeen does not run, Schmitt speaker, Schmitt has the depth cumbents of their vulnerability.
throughout
Albuquerque.
would still be way behind with no . that is noticeably lacking in Sen. Sen. Montoya-'s vulnerability
past poljtical base to build a cam- Montoya. His natural bend could be taken advantage of if an the demand for personal ·
paign on and with little campaign towards technology is an ad- enterprising candidate makes an paigning by voters in
Mexico is great,
experience.
vantage in an era where energy issue of the Senator's tax
This is wlrere
What he does have is his name development is a dominant troubles. Over the weekend it
strength
lies. Almost 40
which is widely known since he theme, Schmitt traveled ex- • was reported by the Washington
state
politics
have built a
walked on the moon in December tensively throughout the world Post that the IRS attempted to
him that can be termed
1972.
during the past three years and have an audit of Montoya's retur- pregnable. His vu ut:Jr~u'
If Skeen concludes it would be spent the
past year in ns blocked.
level is higher than it has
politic_al suicide to challenge the Washington.
the past but-it will take a
veteran Montoya, Republi~ans
He is new face at a time when
But
Montoya's
ace
in
the
hole
·
tive
campaign and a
would nave no trouble giving the many observers 'are claiming the
is
his·
familiarity
with
New
sonality
to overcome Mon
nod to Schmitt, but it also ap- future of American politics
Mexico
voters.
Politics
here
1976, For Harrison Schmitt it
pears reasonably certain they belongs to new faces. The John
thrives on personal contact. be an uphill struggle,

Joe Montoya's strength can natorial candidate Joe Skeen.
0
..o only grow as Joe SJ<een sits on The Picacho rancher, with the

j

his ranch contemplating what
::-, role he should play .in the 1976
~ elections. Montoya's name will
~ undoubtedly be on the ballot ung der U. S. Senate for the third
·~ time and the Democrat who has
never lost a race since entering
:g the political arena at the age of
~ 21, seems headed fQr his third six
Z year term on Capitol Hilh
.D That is how it.stands now, one
~ year before the general election,
"' but only several months away
p_, from "the date when the
Republicans must have candid11pe
to race against the entrenched
Montoya.
At this point much of the
Republicans' hopes ·are .tied to

'')

UNM will best serve the citizens
of New Mexico and lead to
national recognition.
The solution they offer to the
problems comes in the form of
100 recommendations that all
point to the establishment of a
permanent council that will chan-

nel resources, plans and
priorities.
The report has already drawn
flack, notably from the Oct. 17
New Mexico Independent which
said COUP "reflects UNM's
current state of limbo, and
isolationist thinking."
The COUP report comments
on instruction programs, studen·
ts, faculty, administration,
research, and campus planning.
Some of the recommendations
range from the need for differential funding, to greater use
of computers in forecasting, to
better primary and secondary
school systems.

The report notes t.hat not only
are students ill-prepared for
classes but that faculty were not
"generally trained in human learning, human relations or
classroom management."
Students should be given
classroom and out-of-classroom
education in order to educate the
whole person according to
COUP. In addition, students will
be given more representation in
deciding their education.
The specific redommendations
made by COUP included more
research of student population;
closer relations with faculty,
students and administration;

greater use of the community ;;p
college for non-traditional ~
students and a possible faculty ""l
senate.

z

On administrative 'problems,
COUP recommended that no
more vice presidents be ap·
pointed, and their responsibilities and work loads should
be specified to. finer degree with
the greater utilization of skilled
administrators .. Foremost in
these recommendations was the
need to cut red tape for administrators so individual attitudes and skills can come into
gr~ater persp~etive.
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of fashion colors.
And to go with them
-LEVI'S brand new

\·
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lurlloneck
In traditional
rugby strlpel,
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·Truman C9pote to Speak on 'The Writer's
Norman Mailer describes him
as "the most perfect writer of
this generation" and, although he
has ·written everything from
Christmas stories to poetry, he is
a man most frequently associated
with violence.
The man Mailer is talking
about is Truman Capote; who will
discuss "TheWriter's Life" Wednesday, Oct. 22, at 8. p.m. in
Popejoy Hall. Tickets are $2 for
the general public and $1 for

UNM and Technical.-Vocational
Institute students.
A man who has written many
stories. about. his boyhood days in
Monroeville, Ala., Capote is a
novelist, short story writer,
reporter, playwright and Jilm
scenarist. He has synthesized his
many skills to combine a·
novelist's sensibility with a journalist's eye for detail.
Some of his later works include
"Other Voices, Other Rooms,"
"Children on Their Birthdays,"

"Local Color," "The Grass Harp"
and "Breakfast at Tiffany's."
Capote became dissatisfied
with the subjectiveness that
, characterized his works of fiction. He wanted through his
writing, "to live in the world that
other people live in." His initial
experiment with a new literary
form, "The Muses Are Heard," is
an account of his trip to Russia
with the all-black cast of "Po&gy
and Bess." Capote combined fic·
tiona! techniques with journalism
to creato "the non-fiction
novel''-the new art form coming
from creative journalism.
In• November, 1959, while
reading the New York Times,
Capote came upon a brief account
of the apparently unmotivated

DO YOU NEED

CASH?
Earn $ 10 .a week
donate twice weekly

BL.OOD

PLASMA
'DONOR CENTER

8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday-_Saturday
1l'm!!

~~

~ ©il:~

2.t2t SAN PEDRC), N.E.
AL8UQUitftQUE, NEW MEXICO 87t 10

DOCTOR IN

murders of a prosperous
Herbert W. Clutter, his wife,
and daughter in their HoJcon
Kan. home. Three days after
murder, Capote was in n•'"""'
terviewing everyone who
the Clutters or was in some
connected with the slayings.
most important conver
were with Ricllard Hickock
Perry Smith, the two men
were arrested for the
tried, found guilty and ex<!CUU
in 1965. ,
Six years and 6000
notes later, "In Cold
proclaimed as. Capote's
piece and praised by
magazine as "a spellbinding
that lifts Capote right into
front rank of American

,------------~-----------------

1 ·
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Tru01an Capote

·:

Wednesday, Oct. 22
8:00 pm Popejoy Hall.

·!
I
I

'I

.
Truman Capote · Author of In
Blood, Breakfast at Tiffany's, etc.
become firmly established as one of
most captivating writers of the
Presently working on a new film,
will speak on The Writer's Life.
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Tickets on. Sale. NOW

SUB Box Office & Popejoy Hall

____...._ ______

Students $1.00
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Adm. $2.50
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Homecoming on the Prnlrle
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Sage Rldets 'BombQ' d' Ln Gym

0
0
..0
0

By Orlando Medina ·
A few years ago at the Civic
Auditorium, Jerry Garcia and
the Grateful Dead performed to a
near capacity audience. The con·
cert was going so well, one of the -·
local FM radio stations broadcast
the concert live.
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The Riders were back in town
this weekend (with Pure Prairie
League) for UNM's Homecoming
and, haven't lost that quality.
The ):'tiders played close to two
hours and Johnson Gym was con·
tinually on its feet, rock'n and
stomp'n. The oest part was that
the music was pure and simple
without the light shows, glitter,
elaborate synthesizers and over·
done stage shows which tend to
cover up a simple-lack of talent.

Photos by Miguel Gandert

·COvered

The New Riders of the Purple Sage (whose pictures are
on. this page) ·and Pure
Prairie League were the
feature
concert
for
"Homecotping Revival '75:'

""•go.n
• Makers of~Hand ~.9de Indian JeWelry
,OLDTOWN

'eclec.tic _\e-·~tr:k-tik, i-\ ad} [Gk eklektikos. fr. ~k/egein to select,
fr. e.x + lcyem to gather - more at LEGEND] 1 : selecting what
~ppears to be best in various doctrines, methods, or stvles 2
• compo~d of elements drawn from various sources - .clec·ti·
COI·IV \·ll·k(o.)le\ ad•

. Pure Prairie League warmed
up the audience for the Riders
and did a fairly decent job with
an ol~ number, "Aimie," a new
number, "Kentucky Moonshine,"
and a current. hit, "Two Lane
Highway."
PPL had an audience. plan
which worked better than the
Rider's plan (and believe me, this
was the only major advantage)
and this was the fact that PPL
was more diverse in their sets
than the Riders.

I

PPL is that branch of country
rock that has its roots in the old
Buffalo Springfield, but the •
mu~ic not was up to par with the
Sprmgfield's legitimate heir, the
Eagles.

FM

99.6

fFil

ngly in favor of seeking
lective bargaining for the
iversi1:v," Porter said. "It was
.Jrm,elv a response to Davis, but
t·a would have come up
or later."

Prlition.':l for ASUNM HNlltlor (or lh(" Nov. 12
gc•n~>r;tl C')rrtion arc now n.vni]ahl('- in rm. 242,
SUB. PPtitions mtlst rontnin tht> signatures of at
l('nst 76 'llUdf'n~'> who ar(' m£>mbrrs of ASt:NM.
l'l•tilions arr• du£> no lat<~r than 5 p.m. Jo'ri., Or~. 24
in rm. 2·12.1-WB.

. ::l;vmphnny of l.ifr pr<•...,(•nb two liJ wt•rk rlai'i!irs
m b~s1r_ tN•hniqu£-s, prinriplc•s and m&thods of
M£-fhtatiOn rvrry Tm·~ .• -1-!i p.m. >~nrl Pn•ry V{(•d.,
4-5 p.m., Honor<, C!•ntc•r Hm, 1:H. Oprn to nrw
sturlf'nts t.hrou~huut <,('ffil'...,l!•r. For further info:
89S-9120, M F, 10 a.m. :J p.m.

rail

f'rC'£> Intrudul·tory !.Prl ur 1 ·.~ on thr Trnn·
srl'ndf'ntal MNlitation Prt1g"rarn Tur.~ .. OrL. 21,
ll:30a.m .• rm. 250 n.srm.

a rifle rack equipped in their
Ford pick up, PPL blared out the
dream of every country fan "I'll
Fix Your Flat, Merle."
'

u

.

_PPL wrapped up their session
With a pretty good rendition of
"That Will Be the Day," an old
Buddy Holly hit.
·
Then the hurricane hit the
stage and the New Riders
proceeded to hold the audience in
the palms of their hands. The
Riders started off with "Panama
Red" and worked their way
through "Louisiana Lady;" a
lengthy version of "Portland
woman" (at one point you could
have sworn the song was over)·
Freddy Fendor' s "Before tb~

For the encore, the Riders
the old chuck Berry s
"Naidine," and, not to be
done by PPL, Jerry
Walker's "Up against the
Redneck Mother," lOne mi<:t.h
in "Redneck Mother·"
everybody knows H does
stand for "hen" but for "H·~"''''
T?e Riders did "mighty
music, and Albuquerque will
at a loss for good country rock
Unless, of course, the
'
show up.

POPEJOY HALL

Saturday October 25 - 8:15 ·>m
Tickets $7.00, $6.50, $6.00, $5.ob, $4.00
UNM Undergraduates with" Activity Cards
1/2 PRICE
Telephone 277-3121
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g(•t .'itarl("d .

, Op('n furum llll'l'ting on Wonwn Hludi(•s :It
( NM Mnn., Or:t. 20, 4 p.m .. Humaniti('li 1'111-'UlC'r
!l_illm. 1081. StUdl•nts, fnrulty, slnff. fri<•nd~ in
\'ilNI. Fr<'<' t•hildrnr£' at tlw Wnm('n'li' CC'Itl£"r •

Nationnl Chit-ann I11•1LILh Ontanil<ttiun mN•ling

Mon., OrL 20, li p.m. al Chit•ano ~ludh,~.

WnJ•k-Htu1ly has positinn" ojwn fur r(•Jnaimh•r 11r
srmt•fih•r Bond Jl('Xl srm('Hl'r. Mll~l jobs arl'
rlNkal rE"quirlng typing, filin~r and gt•nt•ral oUi<'t'
skills. Olh1•rs rrquirC' hn<'kground in rh('mislry
!grad), c•nginN•rinH and mr<'lmni<'ul t•ngim•l•l·ing
lgl'ad), <'omputN flrogrnmmlng, k1•y punrh «nd
stalislirs, Also po.liLions for lab nidPs, lilmcry
:ddt•s and gl'n(lrallabor. Ctwrk with Work-Study
ofticr, M<'Sil Vista Hall, for quuliricnt!ons,
l'ligibi!ity, and app!it•nlions .

, Applications for ASl!NM SdtOlnrsh!ps for \h(l
f• ~11 Sr~est.er nre bei.ng arceptrd nllhl' S! udrnls
Alds.Offlce li1 Mesn V1sta Hnll unlil Oct. 24. Awnr
d.s Will br based upon arad£>mic standing and flnan
r1al m•t•d. Appllrations avnilablC' in Uw Studrnl
Aids Olfke.
.

It Sounds
Incredible

.,

'

i

I

At That Speed, The 309 Pages _Come
Across With More Impact Than The Movie.
In Living Blood, You Might Say.

"
,,

You can do it, too. So far almost 1,000,000 people have done
it. People who have different jobs, different IQs, different interests,
different educations have completed the course.. Our graduates
are people from all walks of life. These people have all taken a
course developed by Evelyn Wood, a prominent educator. Practically all of them at least tripled their reading speed with equal or
better comprehension. Most have increased it even more.
Think for a moment what that means. All of them · even the
slowest - now read an average novel in less than two hours. The~"
read an entire issue of Time or Newsweek in 35 minutes. They
don't skip or skim. They read every word. They use no machines,
Instead, they let the material they're reading determine how fast
they read.

'
'i

And mark this well: they actually understand more, remember
more, and enjoy more than when they read slowly. That's right!
They understand more. They remember more. They enjoy more.
You can do the same thing - the place to learn more about it is
at a free speed reading lesson.
This is the same· course President Kennedy had his Joint
Chiefs of Staff take. The same one Senators and Congressmen
have taken.
Come to a free Speed Reading Lesson and find out. It is free
to you and you will leave with a better 'understanding of why it
works. Plan to attend a free Speed Reading Lesson and learn
that it is possible to read 3-4-5 times faster, with better comprehension.

I

,•

-Come to a FREE Speed Reading Lesson Today,-You711 increase your reading sp~ed
50% to 100% on the spot!

AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

SCOTLAND
ON PARADE

First Mganiznt ional met• ling of llNM Wilder·
nl•ss Study Grm1p will mPt'L Mon .. Ori. 20 in Lhe
Ht•adin,v, Hunm. :1rd noor Ortrga llilll at 7::~0 p.m.
lh!Vi' Fornwn, t•halrman of tlw ~I.'W MP11:iro
Wilclrrm•!>'l Htudy t:rmtp will ht• tlwn• to lwlp us

JAWS in 41 Minutes.

Last Teardrop Fall~;" and
tune that surprised the bell
of everybody, "La Bomba." '
was a perfect version and not
shoddy version the Yo·un!:blooill&/
did a few years ago.

The Cultural Program Committee

~

UNM Hang Gliding Club will me{'t Mon., Ort .
20, rm. 271·0, SUB. 7 p.m. Dring a t.'oupl£' of frl!.>n·
d!oi. Don't he lal(',

But Evelyn Wood Graduates can read

(By the way don't let some
LOBO record reviewers fool you,
be.cause even the presence of a
Michael Connor on PPL's key
boar,ds, it wasn't enough to
wa~rant them a number one
ratmg.)
For those in the audience with

S'I'ERE()

.

I

Tb<• l'NM IfpaJth Crnt<>r adVL'lP'l wflnlt•n who
arr• u~ing th1• Modkon birth rontrul pill to r11n1
plrt£' th(•ir pn·~wnt ryclr, hut to u~r additiunal hir
lh c•ontrol IJ1f•lhnds during this tim£'. ('nntart a
phyllirian promptly lo ohtnin anothPr birth rontrul
pr£-srription,

-~

Presents
An Extravaganza From the British Isles

r

portt•r stressed last. week's
vote was "just an informal straw

! "The sentiment, however, was

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

II

Vote

011e of the main reasons that
o concert was so good was because-'
of a new !!'roup the Dead brought
along With them. This group ·
inheritied the country rock talen·
ts of the Dead, and perhaps the·
Dea?'~ finest quality, of giving a·n
audience more than their
money's worth. They call themselves The New Riders of the
Purple Sage.

z"'

f;

•

s

Q Rl"'sc-arC"h ~ssoriates is a group of young
pC'oplf' rf'Sf'arl"hlng plants, hu.cp•. ~oil, algaP, sound,
P~PI'trnm:~.~rnr>tit' wavr><> and l'»l'ri~:V altNnallvl's.
1ulc·arn huv. ytottc·an ht•lp tJ•,;tntl ynur ... Plf.,·nmc• tu
~m. 2:i1 fJ, ST'H, >'! pm., 01'! ;!:~. Cuulrlluo thi• hn.,i!;
lr1r a P.'~pPr ~uu n••(•d to ~rit1· a ... v.·•·li 01 .., an ~•r
purl umt ,Y It~ hPif! rt·...,tun• Oll r ~·r••loJ.':i••a J bal.1 nrt•.

...

Prescriptions filled ,
lenses replaced ~

,,
,,

\IV'I]J
~)I I~n I
Mon.-Sa~P!!~-~~~S
I
11701

1

I

Menaul N.E.

511 Wyoming NE 265-3668 265-3667
New Office 4523 4th NW 345-5301
~

6:00 or 8:00p.m., Room 231-E
Student Union Building
University of New Mexico
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Telephone 266-7322 • Student Tuition Plan Available
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Lobos· Fa:lt 1·-0, in Fiesta Championship Game ~

vVo~fpackv Rich lap Utah at Homecomin

{~

,_,

"'

,,;:}

D ef,eat
by Colora d 0 State
. ,.
.
flrs.t for· Plaid Machine

,._,0

'"He gee~ your mind 'right. The
gnys talked among themselves
and renlized we weren't playing
right."
Lobo Jim Haynes kicked off
tlw second half into the end zone,
Haynes' kicks were carbon
l'<lpies for the" rest lif th<' contest,

'"'

0

0

;)

0

'

6~

"'

;:::)

.§

on the Lobo's

line.
qmck s<:ore at 5:46 to go 1 •
third period came as the , ,
pack capitalized on Ute .
Collin's fumble. The field .
gave the Lobos a 13·1 0 lead
Thep!ay thatp 11 ( 1
turquoise-dad Wolfpack
·
,
top was the dazzling
1
number 1R Rich. Rich
the punt by Utah's Mike
at the UNM 41 and bla 11 t~d I,
way throu?,'h three rt~ 1 •
tempted tacklf's. Ri~h
whirled and pumpPd his wav
the oprn on the right side~~,
field to ra<:e the 59 yards
end zone.
A sensational block bv
sive end Robin Cole bl~zed ·
trail for Cole's TD.
After New Mexico's
held Utah, allowing the
Lakers only four plays,
took the hall from the
yard line to the end zone in .
plays. Fullback Bob
r,arried the hall in thFee of ,
plays for 17 yards. On the ',
play, second down, seven t~
lV!yer hombed a spiral to
nard for six points. 'rhe
pass from Myer put the
ahead 27-10 with the Berg .
The fourth quarter was
r·1ah. t'te quarterbark

"'
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~
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After four-straight losses
t');~I Coach Bill Mondt's Wolfp:H~k won a football game, and
tlll' silver-helmeted grid army
did. it in the third quarter, a
penod of play the Lobos have had
trouble with in the past.
At halftime the score was 10-7
Utah. "Coach Mondt is encouraging at halftime," Rich said.

Jn~:e:-~x~tt,]~~.~s:s~~

fr~m the Utah :'ll

each arching over Utah's wouldbe returners. Some went completely over the goal posts boun- C'
cing onto the cinder track,
Utah managed only four yards
returning the ball from kickoffs
while, as you will see, the Lobo~
churned the Stadium turf with
130 return yards including a 59-

..
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1Bea~11 lSa~ Villag~
Quality Bean Bag Furniture
One Year Guarantee
Couches - Love Seats - Discs
Chairs - Refills - Large Color Line
Velvets - Cloths - Naugahyde
71 4J. Oll. Me ililm. tl!lil N E
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We have group travel reservations
for Dec. 20 to: New York, Chicago,
and Los Angeles.
. ~eserue Now and Save! .
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r.uv•aw<ef7'8auil 'Jl'K'aUJCE~il §(2:'1"Wa~re
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Robert Pirsig's Book
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n,ock Off

U Utes
The i'••:~dy catch was at the
· ;•!·~·ya~d line, hut UNM's
·:·:!a:ie:Z in his exhuberance
':.1<1tr.e C"rdy pushed the Ute
·;tte ~·.:.al iine." Chavez, hands
l;t·l ·~r.~ld not quite helieve.
'!',' 1..1~ ~~r;red.

·' o;.:;;::an and the Utes

_ ''JJ

~ ;,1,~'>>asblockinggreat."
'''w~~·;: carried the ball

'
.>

',

UIIJ's G~am: Gerrsch, no. 17, tackles an unidentified Lobo. The take down i~"'·;oy r.·
symbolizes how the /Lobos played in that period.
t e lrst
!rom ,13 ;fUI'US out with il::l::l left
After getting to tht• litl' :J:l Degnan completed
m the thnr~ quarter: The drive to Myer was ~aclted, anu tossed an passes to John Mcintyre
th~ U~e d)-yard !me v.:as due incompletion in Prt>stou Dt>ll· Mike Cordy. The
prm':ardy to, the . t~lock!ng ('X
nard's direction, anti had to settle was on a U2·yard
pertJse o_f the offens1ve !me, and for the Berg tlan~e pointPr to ti<~ Ballistic MissltJ tlUBMJ.
th? ~unmng of Bob Forrest, Mike it up.
Wllhams and Don Barnt<s. Quar
Bm·g ldelwd anuther fidd goal

Sportscaster Boggio ~scorts Queen

.
l~OA'l' 'l'V ,';Jwrb,•;a~tHr
lluffl•Y·lll;p•a,,,,,ja i~ " ,,,.If
Ju,n,_ llom,:w .-srurt~·d tht• tww avowed lnshian, am! (If; wa,,
191.> UNM honuwommg quP••n, l'. rrported in tlw LOBO I•'riday
M. Duffe~ Ingras~Ji~, at Saturday tht•re wt•rn fNU'il that "vioh!IH't•':
aftt·rr~oon ~ rOJ;ona.twn <'<•rt•numy rni~:ht rmmlt if lluffpy Ing!'w;•;ia
_::t lJ nr~ermt;r J•lta~l~.m.
ll<'<'<•pted tlw tiara.
~~!{'::~ ,:JIK
Cit~~~ . ::Hi-c=,==-c»ae~~=,-)1

n

Daytime Activities
IFree Video 1'atles.
!FLASH GORDOJV #8
Oct. 20 thru Oct. 24
.'){ n~. r.3Hlhu< ~tn 10 ,ull ;~ pm

U

~

~
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"I

uNht~ wai'i a vt~I·y nice
Hogg·io >laid. "I
th1• ~arne >Jht• waN nry n
aml I was Wol'l'i<·tl ;\ little
•;aw th~· artid,• in tilt' LOBO."
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studl\nts

4iuring

t~ruwnin~~ clfft*\·tt~d UtP

lloM:in said, "Wht'll ,;ht•
out on tht• fidd »lit• kind
[rownt•d a hit, and ,,]It< was
of auxiou~ tn !t·av;•.
""'h•·, waut .. d
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C,
0 111

then sweated out a 2-1 decision
over Arizona as the sun was
rising.
UNM and CSU both finished
with 3 wins and 1 loss records,
while CWC came in at 1-2 and
Arizona at 0-3.

K?:10 ~t: o~~~e;t~~ingrrpoamss Jr,.u1i

Beih Sawyer with 29 minutes left
to play. In the win against CSU,
the Lobos got three goals from
center-forward Dana Miller to
win it 3-1. Each of Miller's goals

,1{

I

16
•
::'~' 5!.'3 yards only five yards
·;cs Collins who rushed
~;: :ards in 23 carries. "It
p:d to win," he said.
_
it::.·~ :-ling punt return yar·
''·:~h was a definite factor
:,,,~ :_,.,:W win, the Utes' totnlstatistics wenl 327 as
~d to 175 for UNM. In
pa.:,:;~'? Degnan threw 41 t.imes
. w:::.t ::- completions (om• in·
tet· !:~·; :~-,:1), Myer was l<J.• ()[ 26
~: ::'ltercepti?_~s for UNM.~·

Free Fdms
Today
This Gun
For Hire
rsuspense St)l'les)
Showings cH 10,

11:30 & 1:00

~

l
\

r:m

· Art and Soul

I!Ol'th of Candelaria Opposite Bu-Can
~londuv ·Saturday 10:00-6:00
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General Store

i

111 Harvard SE
Denim Overalls

.I
.i

Special Rates For:
This is the place to find an unusual
pt·lnt ot· art card at a very
reasonable price. Complete Blue
l\lountain line. Old beer and mo\·ie
posj crs. And we don'! mind if you
lu·owsc or rest on our \\ri:ndow scat.
. Scott.~dalc Village
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Student· Auto
Insurance
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Fiesta Shot-on Goal

. . •. *******.******~

~

~

¥'~

unchalfenged thrwgl'! th~r field of
four tMUfiS,,
r'rida:y, UNM beat a sur" • : - ~: ""~
prisingly $trong Colorado
"'"'' ..,.<
' ,;J
Women'~ College team 1-0 on a
goal by Julie Malon~r. Immediately fqllowing that game
the Big Plaid Machine knocked
off CSU 3-1. Saturday morning at
8 a.m. they entered the finals
with a 2-1 victory over A'l'lzona
who lost all three of its games.
CSU beat CWC at 9:30 on Saturday to set up the Lobo-Ram confrontation.
The Lobos dominated 1n the
early going of the defensive
struggle, but CSU came back and
Photo by W~ndrll T Hunt
although it was a scoreless tie at
the half, the Rams led by nearly
two minutes in penetration time.
Dana Miller, with the ball, passes by the CSU goalie in their first game Friday. Julie
That is, CSU had the ball past
Malone,
far right, helps out.
UNM's 25-yard-line for two
minutes longer than UNM could goal was disallowed because one were set up by centering passes
The Lobos play Sandia School
get the ball past CSU's 25-yard- of the Lobos had advanced the from Sally Broyles. In the sub-50 for Girls at home on Thursday.
line.
ball with her foot before the shot. temperatures of Saturday mor· UNM is now 8-1 overall,
It appeared as if penetration Nobody disputed the call and
time might play a big part in this play went on with the UNM atgame. because in the event of a tie tack more frantic than ever. A
t h e t e a m w i t h t h e m o s t ' Lobo shot went just wide at the
penetration time would be the end of the game and for the first
winner. UNM seemed to sense time this year there Wjjre no
this and they came out smoking shouts of joy on the UNM side
in the second half. They whentherefyelled,"Time."
dominated the first ten minutes
The Lobos shook hands with
and had many opportunities to · the Ram players and wnlked off
Southwest•s Finest Head Shop
score but just could not slam one the field slowly, their heads
home. CSU then took over and bowed.
only some spectacular goaltenUNM coach Bev Quinlan was
d,ing by UNM goalie Renee philosophical about the loss. "It
Lowden prevented CSU from was a good game except !or a few
turning it into a rout. The Lobos mistakes. We just weren't getcould not clear the ball out, but ting the ball out to the side
Lowden was unbelievable. She enough. This loss won't kill us.
was everywhere, sprawl.ing, Like I told the players, it's not
kicking and stopping shots with the end of the world."
everything but her left ear.
The Colorado State coach
Lyle Talbot
Finally, UNM began to turn it Carol Plunkett said the reason
around. They were knocking on 'UNM had beaten them the day
1500 SAN PEDRO N E
the door when just as quickly as before was that, "I played my
ALBUQUERQUE NEW MEXICO 87110
they gained offensive control, second team in the first half
they lost it. But even the great yesterday. These games don't
wall of China has to fall sometime mean much to us and I didn't
nnd with seven and a half want to risk getting anyone
minutes to go, ,Margaret Altucter hurt." Although CSU scored only
fired one past a disgusted twice in 140 minutes against the'
l;owden.
Lobos she added that "UNM
Realizing they faced defeat the needs to toughen up their defen~I~_()pos put on a furious rally. For se."

Hnhnnlt

fil'hl "
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ning UNM got goals from Rivera
and Miller in the first half and

1[266-5661[1

&iiJ ".
SiiiJ

r .~;:~=y~~;::;;s;=~· l
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o~fpack,

~

~~~~~~~~~~w~~~~~~~~~~~~

Asststant VP: of Aca~ermc Affarrs & Associate
Professor m Amencan Studies in English

'

leeilietl tr, go for the two-point
:an'l'~r~·,;~. ln an effort to close
:pr-. (r;ie on a quarterback
'lo:'lVe;.·er, doused any Ute
k
. •.•
~: ,:;.~t~uea er.
· :':~ct;;-"s the first time,"
. 'laA after the game, "we
',t ~: the ground for awhile.·

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i•
«::D•ii'lis;'iJ:WD~I3 Waiiew;r11a®Wi 7lrl'arJNEll

a. no-no Jack, but it's
fi the referee doesn't

the remainder of the game they

Fo-r faek of. a sir.;:'!\~ goal ~he were all nver the Rams and it apUNM women's fiel'di fwckey tNmt peared they had finally tied it on
failed to win tf,e f'ietd' Hockey a gr,aJ by Amy Rivera, but the
Fiesta they '1rere hosts to- this
pMt weeke:rHI.
Thf! Lobos fost the ehampionship game on Saturday to
Ctilorado Stare by tlle seor.,. of 1-IJ
afwr they had' marched nearly

SpOrts

Starting at $12.95 · 10% off with this ad!
Hours: 10:00 · 7:00 Monday · Thursday 10:00 - 9:00 Friday

l'§
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Dr 'fiM Gallagli'et

In the 1-0 shJtout win om
Colorado Women's College UNM

1. Drivers

!

2. Underage Females
3. Military Personnel
4. Married Students
Budget Payment Plan Available
Call or come by and see Randall Talbot

I
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266 - 5661
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II Experienced Handling of.

Hard to Place Insurance
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~Graduates ·Must Fend for Sel·ves

0

"'
A survey of the departments
[i; of the College of Arts and Scien~ ces indicates that BA and BS
~ students are given a liberal arts
0 education, then sent out to find
o what jobs they can.
~ Seventeen of the twenty
H departments agreed that students are given breadth in many subjects and, if they expect a specific
0 job from their degrees, they are
.. ::: mistaken.
.
~ The departJllents stated their
:;s situations as follows:
:;::
Biology--at present there is no
formal program for the BS
• student, but plans to allow
;:::1 greater specialization are being
~ formulated.
~
Geology--There is no need for a
specialized program since the oil
and mining companies come to
the campus and take BS and BA
students.
Psychology--Chairman Henry
Ellis said that a BA in psychology
has slight chance of employment
in the field. The psychology
program is basically preprofessional. "The students are
aware that this is the case. ABA
is part of a liberal education,"
Ellis

B

.:l

z

,·

-

Mathematics--Chairman
Art
Steger said BA students are preprofessional though there are
some jobs in secondary and computer work av.ailable for BA .
graduates. "Mathematics is not
job training. Motivation i~ the
key to using the educatiOn a
student gets," he said. . . ·
Sociology--Opportunities , for
BA employment are enlargmg.
There are few close contacts for.
students. Most students. find
what they can.
American Studies and Com·
municative . Disorders-_-Eoth
departments cater to the
graduate student. American.
Studies does not offer a BA
program while a graduate
program completion is required
for certification of . the -Communicativ~ Disorder student·.
. English--Professor Mary Bess
Whidden said an English BA
. does not necessarily have to go
on to graduate school, but will
find the BA a tool in ariy job.'involving writing, analysis or. the
spoken word.
History--Chairman
Gerald
Nash said a History BA is
basically a pre-professional
though its "liberal arts

3. SERVICES

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

·orientation provides an opening
wedg;." He said a BA in. History
has !Ittle- or no co~nsehng concern1ng where th~ JObs a;e, but
stressed that hrstory IS , not
vocational, and chan~es.are shght
that _a s_tud,?n~ Will . ever be
teachmg It .. History IS a good
b ~ c_k g r o_ u n d f ~ ~ m o ~. t adm;mstrative positions, Nash
said.
.
.
Language--Chairman· Sabme
Ulibarri said most language BA's.are on their own, though they can
easily find employment if they
are willin?to leave ~he_country.
PhysIcs-- T h 1s 1s a preprofessio,nal,department. The BA
can use physics as a tool, but not
as specific job material.
Anthropology--Chairman Peter Workman said his department
is currently Working on more intern programs to make BA
students employable in their
specific fields. "
Economics--Professor David
Hamilton said a BA can get a job
in the city or state but not
usually without a recommendation from a faculty member. He said that economics
departmenttries.tocreatea "failsafe" r'ogram which allows

Rales: 15 cents per word per day, one doll.r
minimum, Advertisements run five or more
consecutive days with no changes, nine cents per word~per day, (n_o refunds if cancelled
before five insertions). ClassiJied ad·
vertisemeota must be paid in advance.
Marron llall room 131 or by maJI to:
'classified Advertising, UNI\1 Box 20,
Albuq~·erque, N.M.
87131.

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM selectric. Guar·
anleed accuracy witb reasonable rates. 292·7147.

1. PERSONALS

to
be
either
and pre-professional

QuieL, European motorbicyeles $385. First 15
buyers $15 off, 256~7~5.
1027.

1962 IMPALA, 265-4064 after 5:00.

AM/FM 8·lrnck recorder with nil the goodies .
$9.86 per mon~h, 256-3505.
11/14

10/21

NEW MEXICO'S BICYCLE touring center.
Quality 10-speed bicycles, Camping, hiking, and
backpacking equipment, Trail Haus Cyelery, 1031
sliects or custom proofs. High quality enlarge men· ' San Mateo SE, 256·919{),
tfn
ts, mounting, etc. Advice, it aslled. Call 265-2444
or come to 1717 Girard Blvd NE.
tfn
RENAULT DAUPHINE. Good condition, 25 mpg.
Reliable transporta.tion, nice personality. 256·1283
prices in town. Fast, pleasing. Near UNM. Call
, .265·2444orcometo 1717GirardBivdN.E.

economics
prof~ssional

4 BF Goodrich radial TA's wjth mags for~
chevrolet malibu sizes GR60·1<1, $350, 842·8571.

PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIAST, students!
Custom black-and-white processing printing,
Fine-grain or pushprocessing or tilm. Contact

PASSPORT. IDENTIFICATION photos. Lowest

Nathaniel Wollman

1'0/20

LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION Test Dec. 6. P•e· . 10/21

pare now, c:nll Professional Educators o{ New
Mexico, Inc. 255·4050.
11/14

Pills to Punctures, Health Center Fixes All

to the'BA.
Philosophy--In its response,
the philosophy department ;i.dmits its programs are oriented
more toward the graduate
stud!O,Ilt with little contact with
the ""Philosophy 'BA's. "The
students are aware that there
aren't many jobs for BA's in
Philosophy," it said.
John
Linguistics--Chairman
Oller is sure ·that a liberal
SENSIBLE TRANSPORTAT!ON gets 200 mpg.

72PINTO A.T. I•.~nn at 243-4150.

10/22
I974 MARANTZ POWER AMPLIFIER. Excel-

lent condition. 60 watts per channel. $225.
268-1945 after five.
10/22

'

LlKE NEW SET Britannica Encyclopedias, $100.
243·5447 homo, 277-2409 office. 955 Buena Vista

SE, Apt L211.
CLOSING

OUT

10/24

Stereo

Department. Stereo

Hi Fidelity equipm$lnl 40, 50°A:I off. All reasonable
offers accepted. Quality Stereo, 3105 Central NE,

256-3505.

11;14

1974 HONDA XL1'75. Immaculate condition. $500

will consider payments, 881·9419.

10/20

1964 FORD FALCON. 6 cyl, automatic, econo·

doctors and nurses head the menBy Sarah Seidm!ln
. tal health team; an equal number,
For me it was a gmnt wart
had already eaten through specially trained in physical.
health care, take care of
of my forefinger and was
student ailments.
physiological
gnawing through what
Trained
medical
consultants
Compound W, vinegar,
ead cats in the cemetery at mid- will check your nerves, allergies,
ight and an extremely ex- skin, orifices, internal organs,
bones or urine; they can offer
"'lllln>"' " trip to a dermatologist
prenatal instruction, radiology
proved fruitless.
And the damn thing was still advice or sexual"''""·"
clutched my hand in
and turned on to the
fllr•iversi1;v Student Health Cenone the best and cheapest
'
UNM offers any student
has committed himself to the
TlniVF,rSJt~ for a minimum Of SiX
education is more important·
•nr•ur> en•nu (and the $14 fee in" turning out em p 1o y a
,~,umou in a semester's tuition.)
"The service is incredible, and
machines." Linguistics is
<!''"'v''" everything is free," said
professional because there
"too many new things
director Richard Levin,
in thil' field. One simply
is right. It took a few maneducate a student •in four
of treatments but they cured
uno~er. and it is only one of a
and have someone who is
'"u'""""" of health aids the clinic
ployable in linguistics."
· Journalism--Journalism
10110 ,., from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. every
tern programs have ;""1"'·f''
(8 to 12 a.m. on Saturwork on the University
the three city papers, the
The center averages over
services, the local television
•
,.,,,v,•v
student "contacts" a manradio stations, advertising
with 500 to 1000 students
and magazines. In add
j;eteki~tg
mental health services in
Chairman James Crow said
alone. Nine trained
staff writes and talks
professionals· in the field in
tempt to fit students to jobs
desire.
Dean of the College of
and Sciences Nat Wollman
that the college is
neglectful in helping
deci.de what they want
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If you were just hit by a car or
passed out in a corridor, the center recommends the emergency
service at the rear of the
building, with free care in the 24hour infirmary if you really are
wiped out. (Meals can be bought
from a meal ticket, brought by
friends, or scrounged from the
pantry occasionally.)
Lab

LO

are free unless the lab has to
send out for special exams;
students are always told
beforehand if any charges for
shots, treatment or referral are
to be made.
The Allergy and Immunization
service sees almost 200 people a
day and offers everything from
flu shots to immunization needed
for travel
the U.S. Some

shots are free and others are
given, like the allergy shots, at
cost.
The center does not charge for
venereal disease treatment and
contraceptive counseling; in·
formation and service is available
for men and women from 2 to 4
p.m. on Tuesdays. A self-help
clinic for women who want a better notion of how their bodies
work is on Wednesdays from 2 to
4 p.m. There is a small charge for
pap smears.
The new pharmacy opened last
year offers a well-stocked supply
of medical prescriptions at cost
plus 10 per cent basis and is open
from 8 to 4;30 p.m. on weekdays.
If you just don't feel well or
have a persistent "thing" to get
fixed, the immediate care, walkin clinic is first on the list, with
trained personnel ready to greet
and diagnose you, and either cure
or refer you on to someone who
may be able to help.
Levin will resume his position
as head of the Mental Health
Center on Nov. 1 when the newly
chosen director of the Student
Center, Dr. Claude Brown, will
take over the health operation .
"The attitude here is really
open, the staff works well

72 KAWASAKI 175, $350 or best offer. Call293·
1849after_4p.m.
10/20

mica!, dependable transportation $350, 268·8175.
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BCMC's Services
Open to U.'s Students

out of Bernalillo County is not
By Terry England
All UNM students are eligible eligible for assistance unless
EXPERIENCED TYPlS'l'. Manuscripts, thesis,
NECCHI ZIGZAG '75 closeout. Buttonholes,
1.
Full responsibility
~
10/24
KUNM
FM needs a general
'liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii,.
BICYCLES-Lowest
prices
and
largest
selection
dissertations, 50c per pnge. 345·3288.
10/28
to use the facilities and services there is a fund in their home
blindllems, embroiders. $39 or 10 payments Gf
watt equivnlent, 24·hour, non-comnlereial, I,
of the finest European makes. Gitanes $H6; Ber·
BELLY DANCE SEMINAR. Nov.l-2, Nationally.
of the Bernalillo County Medical county.
tins
$165.
Extra
large
bicycles
for
men
ov<lr
6'4".
known instructor. 345-4021, 265-1834, 898~·4747.
$4.00,262-0637.
ll/14 budget station. Long hours and minimal .
4. FORRENT
4ROc'
K:ET MAGS with tires, size G60-14, Almost
{$5670) but {un and good experience C6r
/"'
Complete 10·speed adju:!:olment $10. R.C. Hallett's
t "''20
The amount received by each
Center
(BCMC) as long as they
new, Jocks and Jugs included, fits ford or chevy,
who can molivate students. Equal Opp'"''"n'-------------..:______________
World Champion Dicyeles, 2122 COal Pl SE.
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED 2-blks f•om 843·9278.
NICK, OK, so I foun.d Carrara's Phza. I had an
are
willing
to
pay
for
it.
patient
is based on how much inmust. sell, $200 or best offer. 268-0193.
10/21
Send ijesumc and letter
trn
eggplant parmiglany hero while I waited for you
UNM, $65/mo. plus 1/l utilities. Debbie 299·789.1.•
20I,
come,
how
many members in the
I0/20
WATER TRIPS. Water beds, Water bed systems
to show up. You never did-you owe me $1.40.
Jeanne Darricades, the ad- family and how many bills are
8713I by
IW20
on sale now. Next door to the Guild Theatre, 3407
§MALL HOUSE for two quiet University stu·
ministrative resident at BCMC,
6. EMPLOYMENT
Central NE, 268·8455.
12/4
being paid by that family. The
TAROT' PALM I-CHING readings, 3007 Cel)tral
dents. 4-rooms, bath. $120 mo., utilities paid.
said
financial counseling is
NE, Room 8. See Bonnie 255-6642.
10/30
EXCELLENT TRANSPORTATION I20 mpg. PART TIME JOB k'taduate students onl_ye Af11 blocks west o{ University. Call afler 5:00,
payments to BCMC are usually
available to people who may have
10/20 1973 Hodaka 1008 motorcycle. Extras. $225/of. ternoon & evenings. Must be able to work Friday
FREE INTRODUCTORY LECTURE on Trans· 243·0209.
the minimum amount the patienfer. 294-54I9.
I0/23 & Snturday nights. Must be 21 year$ old. Apply in
ccndcnUil Meditation (as seen in Time magazine
difficulty making ends meet. The
By Kathy Perovich
It was from this tragic incident (BCMHC).
person,
no
phone
calls
please.
Save
Way
Liquor
5.
FORSALE
ts can afford.
Oct.l-3 issue) Tuesday Oct. 21, 11:30 a.m., rm 250B
1971 TOYOTA LAND CRUISER S/W, out• Stores, 5704 Lomas NE. 5516 Menaul NE. 10/23
has
established
the late 1960's a UNM that Agora, the UNM student
Agora is located on the north hospital
UNM SUB.
I0/2I
standing condition, 294·6445:
10/20
Darricades said students
20 PORTABLE TV's $30-$60. 441 Wyoming NE.
guidelines to determine the type
INSTRUCTORS NEEDED for Economics of Fern·
crisis
center
on
campus,
was
conside
of
Mesa
Vista
Hall,
and
is
"'"''""'·
confided
to
a
psychology
PANASONIC
CASSETTE
RECORDER,
b.and
should
not go over to BCMC ex·
255-5987.
I0/23
Diego before
in ism, Sexism in Education and Alternatives for
of assistance each patient may
now-$40 or besl offer. 277-6486.
10/20
NOT PLANNING on flunking out of school but do.
that
he
was
having
ceived.
Agora
is
one
of
several
open
24
hours
a
day,
seven
days
a
pecting a lot of freebies. "In this
Women. More informntion and applications at Wo·
INCOMPARABLE KOWA six camera with 85
ing it anyway? Call AGORA, 277·3013.
10/24
TWO UNIFORMS, new, size B-10. Go·cart, $25.
<~ro;roJe coping with his life. He
places that students who are week. Its staff is basically com- receive.
men Studies ol!ice, Marron, 23_3 (277·3930). Deadleps wnlst l~vel vtcwing excellent, 344·6032. 10/20
REDUCED
AIRFARE
to
LA
fo•
county
there are people who
1
o
I
2
3
line i
, Oclober 24, 1975.
Call 242·2107.
reluctant to get help in a having problems can go for free posed of student volunteers.
Many times a patient's in- really need the care and can't pay
Agora is a Greek word, surance will cover most costs; for it. Students should use the
't""""'" type atmosphere, so that help. Counseling can also be obrofessor referred him to tained through the Student meaning an open place, a place this includes the Student Health Student Health Center first.
,~n<lth«)r faculty member, in a bet· Health Center, which is equipped
you can come to talk: As Judy Insurance offered every year They're paying for is, they ought
mental
health
staff,
the
with
a
Neidich, assistant drrector of through UNM. Darricades said to use it."
t~~d~~::·~-~~:: to help him. The
tl
killed himself before he Women's Center or the Bernalillo Agora, said, "We are here to because BCMC is a county
The UNM School of Medicine
be helped.
County Mental Health Center listen. We are not professionals facility,
people
over
18 has operational control of the
or junior psychiatrists, but often sometimes can use the Medicaid
hospital, and funding comes from
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico
people just need someone to talk program.
0
UNM
and the county. Darricades
Daily Lobo __ _ ti~e(s) beginning
_, under the headin_g
to.u
,
said BCMC is not really a part of
There is also the County In(circle one): 1. Personals; 2. Lost & Found;. 3. Services: 4. For Rent; !;i.
Agora has a phone and ~ ~alk
digent
Fund available to residen- UNM and that is the main reason
in service. And although It IS on
For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.
students are treated the same
Want Ads say it
campus Agora is not restricted to ts of the county. Anyone living way as any other patient.
students. All information is con"We're not here just to serve
in a ~ig Way!!
fidential and no one is required to
the student body," she said.
leave their name. "We ask for fir"There's nothing wrong with
st names because it is easier to
students using their parent's incommunicate that way, but a
surance policy. They must reach
student doesn't even have to give
out and find financial resources
us that," Neidich said.
for their health care."
Classified Advertising Rates
"We t:ty not to give advice,
Some of the services BCMC ofbecause we are not professionals,
15¢ per word;_$1.00 minimum charge
fers are family planning, eye,
and a lot of time people come to
ear, nose and throat clinics, derTerms Cash in advance
see us in between regular
The Student Health Center matology, podiatry, burn clinics,
therapy sessions," he said.
urges women using Mod icon type plastic surgery, allergy clinics,
Appointments are n.ot birth control pills to complete headache clinics, arthritis,
necessary, and there are no ti?1e their present cycle but use an ad· clinics, a walk-in clinic and 24limits. Agora volunteers I~· d itional form of birth control. hour emergency care. There are
terviewed stressed that there IS The company which manufac- others, such as surgery, that·
Marron Hall, Room 132
no problem too small. "The word tures the pill has found the pills most hospitals offer as a matter
'
crisis is defined by the individual do not contain a high enough of course.
person, and we wish anyone who level of estrogen to prohibit
Mail To
There are no free birth control,
has a problem they can't deal pregnancy. The Center advises abortion or venereal disease
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico.
with would call us, 'Bill Sypocicz, women who obtained the pills clinics at BCMC. Darricadcs said
Enclof?ed $ _ _ Placed by ____ .____ Telephone__ .,,_ .......... ----internal coordinator said.
there to make 15 minute ap- . those services are provided by
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
Agora was begun in 1970, by a pointments with the health cen- groups like Planned Parenthood.
UNM psychology professor, Dr. ter doctors for an alternate The Public Health Center also of·
(ContintJed on page 3)
prescription.
fers free services.
I0/24

PREGNANT AND NEED HELP'/ YoU have frlen·
ds whoeare at Dirthrig~t 247-9819.
tfn
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Mental Clinics Ease Strife
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